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Spring 2012

MENAWCA Executive Board Meeting at
TESOL Arabia
Dear Members
I want to thank you all for your
membership of our Writing Center
organization. We are lucky to
have so many members interested in our work and willing to
support Writing Centers in helping
students manage the challenges
of writing well academically as
well as learning to savour the joys
of creative writing. With your
presence and continued support
we have seen steady growth in
our membership as well as in
Writing Centers throughout the
region.
As you know, the MENAWCA Executive Board members are
spread over a number of different
countries in the region and holding meetings is not easy for us.
However, we try to meet once
every couple of months using
Skype or by using regular emails
with Google Groups. However,
like in a Writing Center consultation, a face-to-face meeting is
preferable, although understandably this is not always possible. In
fact, we usually only get this
chance once or twice a year either at the TESOL Arabia Conference or at our biennial MENA
Writing Center Conference.
In March 2012 we held our
Executive Board meeting at the
TESOL Arabia Conference. This

was an important meeting as we
were able to discuss issues such
as upcoming changes to the
Board. As you know, we have
created two Vice-Presidential positions for the coming year to
ease the transition with the departure of the past VP and the
end of my tenure as President at
the end of this year. We also
said goodbye to our PR Officer,
Martin Hollock, who is returning
to Canada and to Jennie Murray
our Vice-President who is stepping down. Nevertheless, I would
like to use this opportunity to invite any of you who might be interested in the position of PR Officer to join our Executive Board
this year.
Continued on page 2

MENAWCA Executive Board at
TESOL Arabia
from Left: Derek O’Connell, VP; Jodi Lefort, IWCA
Rep & Past President; Mark Hill, President; Martin
Hollock, Past PR Officer; Maria Elefteriou, Treasurer;
Molly McHarg, Secretary.
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MENAWCA Executive Board Meeting at
TESOL Arabia
Continued from page 1

“I have very much
enjoyed the opportunity to work in an
area that interests
me and to work with
dedicated Writing
Center professionals
and committed educators.” Mark Hill

I have very much enjoyed the opportunity to work in an area that
interests me and to work with
dedicated Writing Center professionals and committed educators.
I am also now very pleased to
have on the Executive Board two
new Vice-Presidents, Derek
O’Connell and Kevin Pittman, who
will help to promote the valuable
work that we do. Also, our new
secretary, Molly McHarg, is full of
enthusiasm and energy and we
are truly fortunate to have her participate. However, I want to conclude this brief article thanking
Jennie Murray, the past Vice
President, who has been with us
since the foundation of our organization and also, Jodi Lefort, who

is both the Past-President and
the current IWCA Representative. On page 1 is a photo from
TESOL Arabia of some of the
Executive Board members, both
old and new!
Finally, I want to thank those of
you who attended our Writing
Center workshops at TESOL
Arabia and our Executive Board
meeting. We very much hope to
see you all, in person, at our
MENAWCA Conference in Qatar
in November.
Wishing you the best for the
coming year!
Mark Hill
MENAWCA President

Vice President of MENAWCA
"This is just to introduce myself to
all MENAWCA board members. I
regret that I was not able to attend the meeting in Dubai. I look
forward to working with you and
assuming my tasks as VPExternal. It’s going to be an especially interesting year for me, because MENAWCA 2012 will be
hosted here at College of the
North Atlantic Qatar (CNA-Q)."
More photos of CAN-Q
Advanced Writing Center on page 15

Kevin Pittman
Vice President of MENAWCA
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Lebanese American University (LAU) Writing
Center
Both undergraduate and graduate LAU students majoring in various fields have
been steadily visiting the Writing Center since it opened in Fall 2010-2011.
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I WCA W R I T I N G C E N T E R S U M M E R I N ST IT U T E

Interested in writing centers?
• Nathalie Singh-Corcoran, SI
The International Writing Cenco-chair, West Virginia Univerters Association (an NCTE Assity
sembly) annual Summer Institute is ideal for current or
The 2012 Summer Institute will
would-be writing center direcbe held July 29-August 3,
tors and assistants, writing
2012 at Seven Springs Mounprogram administrators, tutors,
tain Resort, located about one
writing teachers (high school
hour’s drive southeast of Pittsor college), curriculum develburgh, Pennsylvania in the
opers, graduate students, new
beautiful Laurel Mountain rePhD’s, and academic leaders
gion of the US. Air travel is to
– both in the U.S. and abroad.
Pittsburgh International Airport
Institute leaders offer presen(PIT). Registration is now
tations and roundtable discusopen.
sions on a variety of
topics and issues that
connect theory and “The 2012 Summer Institute will be held
practice. Leaders are
available to meet one- July 29-August 3, 2012 at Seven Springs
on-one with partici- Mountain Resort, located about one hour’s
pants throughout the
drive southeast of Pittsburgh, Pennsylweek.

vania.”
Leaders for the 2012
Writing Center Summer Institute are—
• Tammy Conard-Salvo, Purdue University
• Brian Fallon, Fashion Institute of Technology
• Nancy Grimm, Michigan
Technological University
• Jennifer Wells, Florida State
University
• Ben Rafoth, SI co-chair, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

For more information, including
registration, please visit http://
iwcasummerinstitute.com/ or contact the institute co-chairs: Ben
Rafoth (brafoth@iup.edu) and
Nathalie
Singh-Corcoran
( N a t h a l i e . S i n g h Corcoran@mail.wvu.edu)
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Promoting The National Day on Writing
Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar

On Thursday, October
20, 2011, The Writing
Center (TWC) at Virginia Commonwealth
University in Qatar
(VCUQatar) celebrated
the National Day on
Writing for the first time.

ing emails to students,
faculty, and staff about
the upcoming event. On
October 20, the entire
VCUQatar community
was invited to fill out one
of the special cards. A
festive atmosphere was
fostered with decorations
and treats available
throughout the day. Individuals could write a
note to any other person
with a thank you or special recognition, and then
they delivered the card
themselves.

Prior to the event, special cards were created
by VCUQatar undergraduate students in the
Painting and Printmaking program. TWC staff
conducted outreach by
posting flyers and send-

In addition to personal
notes, more formal cards
were available to write a
note to Her Highness
Sheikha Moza. TWC
staff requested that
those messages focus
on telling Her Highness

Promoting The
National Day on
Writing
By Molly McHarg, Virginia Commonwealth
University in Qatar
November 2011

how her dream of creating Education City
had changed their lives
and thanking her for
what she had done for
them. The cards will
be delivered to Her
Highness with a cover
letter from VCU-Q
Dean
Allyson
Vanstone.
TWC staff hopes that
this unique event positively promoted the
value of writing in everyone’s lives, and
hopes to continue and
expand the celebration
of this event each year.
Molly McHarg
TWC Virginia
Commonwealth
University of Qatar

Peer Tutor Sash Ceremony at Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar
On Monday, April
16, four Peer Tutors
were recognized for
their completion of
training during a
sash ceremony at
Virginia
Commonwealth University in
Qatar. Training was
conducted throughout the first half of
the
semester
through workshops,

readings, discussions,
and
observations.
Upon
completion,
peer tutors are eligible
to work for VCUQatar
as peer tutors in writing.
Dean Allyson
Vanstone gave a congratulatory
speech
and bestowed each of
the peer tutors with a
specially
designed
sash.

Back Row: Byrad Yyelland, Allyson Vanstone, Elena Athwal
Front Row: Dania Jalees, Wanoun Yaqoob, Faiyadh Shahid,
Molly McHarg, Emelina Soares
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Getting Students Writing at UAE University
The UAE University
Writing Centers had
the pleasure of hosting the Dubai-based
Lebanese writer,
Kathy Shalhoub last
March. Kathy's talk
and writers' workshop, "Who are you
anyway? A Guide to
Discovering Your
True Self" promoted
her recent book, Life

opportunity. She
read from her book
and also had students work together

the students read excerpts from their
pieces. Wow. It is always wonderful to

as a Leb-neh Lover

while inspiring our
students to get writing. The students
and faculty in the
audiences listened
to her experience
and advice ("Anyone
can be a writer!")
and then filled her
with questions at the
end. She presented 2 fascinating
talks on writing in
general, how writing
can be therapeutic
("if it could be bottled as a medication,
it'd be the most potent drug on the
market!"), how to
find time to write,
and what to write
about ("anything!").
Kathy spoke about
her journey to
becoming a
writer and what
she thinks it
takes to be a
good writer: luck,
hard work and

and individually, writing stories and doing
some creative writing. When the students stood up and
read their impromptu
writing right there on
the spot, everyone
was surprised and
impressed with what
they had come up
with! So many fabulous writers!
Kathy also presented the prizes for
our latest writing
competition on "The
Future" and some of

celebrate good writing! I think it's refreshing for the faculty who
work day- to- day with
writing students
(especially in an L2
setting) and inspiring
for the other students.
A few months ago, I
tried to start a thread
on the MENAWCA
listserv to see what
other Writing Centers
in the region were doing– other than the
day-to-day writing
consultations.
Though consultations

are the most important
part of our service, I am
always curious to know
how other centers are
trying to get their students interested and
enthusiastic about writing. So if you ever
would like to share
what's going on in your
Writing Center, please
write to mailinglist@menawca.org!
Our Student Magazine
has really picked up
pace and is growing
with more and more
students reading it and
consequently submitting articles or writing
themselves. We are
lucky to have a big
group of talented teachers staffing our centers,
and thus we are able to
offer a wide variety of
creative writing workshops throughout the
semester.
When I think about the
next MENAWCA Conference, "Creating a
Writing Culture," I am
proud that the UAEU
Writing Centers have
succeeded in creating a
"writing culture" in this
university community.
And it's growing year
by year...
Jennie Murray
UAEU-UGRU Writing
Centers
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Announcing the PNU Writing Studio
-and Our Journey toward Al Itqan
The Arabic noun al
itqan meaning
“toward perfection”
is the motto of the
new Writing Studio
in the College of
Language and
Translation of Princess Nora bint Abdulrahman University (PNU), the first
women's university
in Saudi Arabia
and the largest
women-only university in the
world.
Our motto reminds
us of the writing
process: the struggle to weave
words together,
“perfecting” them
through the process of writing and
revision. It also reminds us of the

my work is to
make sure that
the efforts of 16
when I provide
student writing
help for anyone, I
consultants to crewant her to walk
ate a place where
out the door with
PNU writers can
something good
to remember,
something re“Our motto reminds us of the writing lated to her improcess: the struggle to weave words to- proving in writing, something
gether, “perfecting” them through the that encourages
and inspires her
process of writing and revision.”
for more creativity. I don't want
anyone
to walk out
feel at home and
their texts while
the door waving
conceive of themwriting consultants
goodbye with nothselves as writers.
“perfect” consultaing at all.”
tion skills. In either
The passion for
event, al itqan
The PNU Writing
working toward exrepresents the enStudio began
cellence can be
ergy with which we
working with writseen in the words
established our
ers in March 2011
of Nuha Almahad,
new center and
and celebrated the
PNU writing conhow we hope to
“ribbon cutting” .
sultant: “the most
sustain it, both in
important part of
person and online.
process of providing effective feedback to student
writers, during
which writers help
writers to “perfect”

Al itqan represents

Continued on next
page
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Announcing the PNU Writing Studio
-and Our Journey toward Al Itqan
Continued from previous page

ceremony in April
2011, making it
one of the first, if
not the first, writing
center in Saudi
Arabia. When the
Writing Studio
moved to the new
campus last September, one of the
writing consultants,
Abeer Abdulrahman, gave me a
card on which she
had written: "A
journey of a thousand miles begins
with a single step."
Abeer later explained that the
Writing Studio “is
our first step to a
bright future full of
great English
Saudi writers. The
Writing Studio is a
great place to improve your writing
abilities, your way
of thinking and
even your style. It
helps both the students and the consultants. For the
students, it is a
great chance to
help them work on
their writing
whether related to

grammar, organization or whatever.
For the consultants, it is a great
chance to work
with others and
learn from their different communication styles. In addition, consultants
get to see how students' writings improve, which is the
best reward they
can get.” Gadeer
Alshahwan, another consultant
echoed this sentiment: “It benefits
both sides: as
much as it helps
the students that
much it helps the
writing consultants.” In the future,
we hope not only
to share comments
from our consultants but also from
the student writers
we work with
through various
MENAWCA venues.
In fact, we look forward to attending
MENAWCA 2012
Conference at the
College of the
North Atlantic in
Qatar in November

and meeting colleagues in the region. We look forward to learning
how other centers
in the region negotiate their journeys
“toward perfection”
and create “a culture of writing” in
situ. In addition,
we’re looking forward to sharing
our new magazine,

Dr. Barbara Toth
Associate Professor
and Director of Writing Studio
College of Languages
and Translation
Princess Nora bint
Abdulrahman University
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Scheherazade’s
Sisters, edited by

Sara Alotaibi, another of our consultants.
In short, we want
to introduce ourselves and invite
you to contact us.
We’re proud members of
MENAWCA and
hope to learn from
and contribute to
our sister centers
in the region. Our
email address is
clt.writing_studio@
pnu.edu.sa. We
look forward to
meeting you and
working with you to
create a strong
world of writing
centers in our region. Inshallah.
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QATAR TESOL CONFERENCE IS A BIG HIT
More than 300 teachers
attended Qatar Tesol’s 8th
International Conference
2012 held over two days
on April 13th and 14th at
the College of the North
Atlantic, Doha, Qatar. The
theme of this year’s conference was ‘Learner Motiva-

London and the Editor of
Innovation in Language
Learning and Teaching,
demonstrated how mobile
phones can become learning tools in the classroom
with a plenary entitled

100 presenters gave lectures and workshops from
as far afield as New Zealand and the US, as well as
Qatar and several other
GCC countries.

nologies hold great potential for supporting learning
and teaching”, claimed Dr.
Reinders. He spoke at
length about the role of
mobile phones in language
learning and teaching and
provided the audience
members with a wealth of
useful resources and helpful tips on how to integrate
mobile technology into the
classroom.

tion,
Involvement
and
Autonomy'. As many as

On Friday afternoon, Dr
Neil Anderson, professor of
Linguistics and English
Language
at
Brigham
Young University, Provo
(Utah), the first plenary
speaker of the two-day
event, gave a presentation
on ‘The Teacher’s Role in
Learner Motivation’ and
gave ideas on how to integrate ‘motivational moments’ into the classroom.
“Monitor student accomplishments and progress
and take time to celebrate
any victory,” Dr Anderson
said.
On Saturday, the second
plenary speaker - Dr. Hayo
Reinders, the Head of
Learner Development at
Middlesex University in

ILUVLRNG! The Role of
Mobile Phones in Language
Learning
and
Teaching. “Mobile tech-

During Qatar Tesol’s AGM,
the Qatar Debate Center
provided attendees with
ideas and practical tips for
incorporating debate into
the classroom. There were
also many door prizes
given away in a draw. One
lucky attendee – Ida
Patrao – walked away with
the grand prize of a roundtrip ticket to Istanbul, courtesy of Turkish Airlines.
Other prizes included dinner for two at the Doha
Marriott Hotel, vouchers for
the Al Dana Club and THE
One, as well as Marks &

Spencer coupons.
Qatar TESOL is a professional, voluntary, nonprofit organization which
focuses on teachers who
teach non-native speakers of English through
the English language.
Qatar TESOL serves
English language teachers (from all levels),
math teachers and science teachers. All of
those who registered
and attended this year’s
conference were given
free Qatar Tesol membership until next year’s
conference. This includes a subscription to
the new conference
newsletter – QT Quarterly – and news and updates about Qatar Tesol
events.
Preparations are already
underway for next year’s
conference. For more
information on Qatar Tesol,
log
onto
www.qatartesol.org
or
email qtesol@gmail.com.

Derrick Moloney
Academic Bridge Program
Faculty
Qatar Foundation
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Critique of
“The Power of Multiple Drafts in Writing Classrooms”
The article “The
Power of Multiple
Drafts in Writing
Classes” was written by Rodney E.
Tyson for the Newsletter
of
Korea
Teachers
of
English
to
Speakers
of
Other
Languages in 1990.
In this article,
Tyson
argues
that
TESOL
teachers
can
overcome the negative consequences
of a traditional English writing classroom,
for
both
teachers and students, by using the
“process writing” (p.
6) approach, mainly
multiple drafts. This
obliges students to
focus on the process that allows them
to produce a better
essay and helps
teachers to enjoy

teaching
writing
classrooms.
Tyson points
out that many English composition instructors in Korean
universities correct

composition” (p. 1).
To avoid such results, Tyson suggests
the
“process
approach” (p. 6). He
highlights one element of this approach

grammatical
mistakes only; the focus
is
on
sentence
structure. As a result, most students
graduate with a
minimal ability to
write
a
wellorganized, coherent
paragraph and feel
that writing classes
were useless. Also,
teachers “dread the
thought of being assigned the extra
work of teaching

which is multiple
drafts. Tyson mentions that multiple
drafts are helpful for
students
because
they ease the process of translating students’
ideas
into
words.
The comments that students
get from their teachers and colleagues
will aid them to think
thoroughly about the
ideas that they are
communicating with

their audiences. Furthermore,
Tyson
adds that multiple
drafts are useful for
teachers
because
they will not be working as editors only,
but also as readers
interested in the
topic and in following up with the progress of their writers.
In order to
effectively
implement the use of multiple drafts in classrooms, Tyson provides teachers with
some
suggestions.
He mentions that
t eacher s
should
clearly explain to students how and why
multiple drafts are
beneficial in writing.
Besides,
Tyson
states that teachers
should know which
assignments need to
Continued on next page
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Critique of
“The Power of Multiple Drafts in Writing Classrooms”
be written in multiple drafts.
He adds that in order for
students to benefit from writing several drafts, teachers
should “give fewer, but
longer writing assignments
to allow students to develop
their ideas more fully” (p. 6).
Students are writing in a foreign language; thus, they
need to make several attempts to ensure that their
ideas are properly reflected
in their essays. Finally, Tyson mentions that teachers
should ask their students to
keep a copy of their drafts
because it is the only way,
for both teachers and students, to realize the level of
improvement in writing.
Reading this article
was interesting in several
ways. This article is written
for teachers and Tyson
knew what kind of an issue
to tackle. He addresses a
matter that is a concern for
most teachers. In addition,
Tyson directly proposes the
solution; he does not just
detail the problem. I believe
that in such newsletters, the

audiences are desperate to
know how they can manage
the educational problems
that they face. Moreover,
Tyson represents his ideas
in a cohesive way.
He
states the problem and its
consequences, moves on to
the solution, and finally provides teachers with some
tips on how to use multiple
drafts. It is really helpful
and directly to the point. Being a writing teacher himself, Tyson has the credibility to write on such a topic.
He is part of that setting and
he knows what teachers
and students pass through.
He even uses his own experience, by quoting his student, to back up his ideas.
Also, Tyson quotes several
scholars in the field of process writing. This adds to the
credibility of the article.
However, I think that if Tyson had more space, it
would have been interesting
if he added quotes from
teachers who used multiple
drafts in their classrooms.
Besides, he could have

used graphs to show how
his own students’ writings
improved before and after
the use of multiple drafts.
Again, these suggestions
are useful if he had more
space.
I believe that, as
mentioned by Tyson, writing
using multiple drafts is an
advantage with dual
phases. It is a benefit for
both students and teachers.
Students are given the opportunity to think more
about their topic and to submit a paper of a higher quality “in terms of content and
mechanism” (p. 6). Also,
teachers get the chance to
see how students develop
their ideas rather than just
focusing on form and sentence structure. Thus, process writing is really a helpful
approach to be considered
by teachers.
REFERENCE
Tyson, R. E. (1999). The power of
multiple drafts in writing classrooms.
The EnglishConnection, 3(4), 1, 6.
Zeinab Safieddine
MA- TESOL
American University of Sharjah
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New Writing Centers at King Abdulaziz University
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Beginning fall semester
2012, the first-ever Arabic
and English writing centers
will open at King Abdulaziz
University in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia. Two buildings, one
for Arabic and one for English, have been constructed
for the purpose in the heart
of the academic area on
campus. A parallel set of
buildings is planned for
KAU’s Women’s Campus.
The KAU Writing Center
marks the latest addition to
the Middle East – North Africa Writing Centers Alliance.
“The new writing centers will
be furnished and staffed in
the next few months, and
great efforts have been
made to ensure the support

of campus leaders,” according to Dr. Khalid Abalhassan, assistant to the Vice
Minister of Higher Education. Dr. Abalhassan has led
the drive to create the writing centers. He has worked
closely with Dr. Ben Rafoth,
director of the writing center
at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania (IUP), located
in Indiana, Pennsylvania,
USA. Dr. Rafoth serves as a
consultant to the writing
centers projects. He is the
co-editor, with Dr. Shanti
Bruce, of ESL Writers: A

Guide for Writing Center Tutors, and the editor of A Tutor’s Guide: Helping Writers
One to One.
In 1999, Dr. Abalhassan
was a doctoral student in

IUP’s Composition and
TESOL graduate program.
He studied under Dr. Rafoth and served as an intern in the IUP Writing
Center. For the past 12
months, he and Dr. Rafoth
worked together to develop the floor plan for the
new centers at King Abdulaziz University.
Students who enter the
new centers will be
greeted by a receptionist
and guided to an available
tutor. Small groups of students may elect to work
together at nearby tables
or in one of several conference rooms.
A unique feature of the
two new centers is a large
Continued on next page
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New Writing Centers at King Abdulaziz University
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
auditorium, complete with
state-of-the-art lighting and
sound systems. The auditorium will be used as a focal point for writing at the
university. Workshops,
presentations, poetry readings, exhibits, films, and
other events will take place
there under the sponsorship of the writing center.
A 16-station computer lab,
tutor education room, tutor
lounge, multimedia room,
equipment room, and communications office are also
part of the new facilities.
In preparation for the new
center, Dr. Zeid Aldakkan,
another consultant for the
writing centers project,
traveled to the United
States in April to visit writing centers at Shippensburg University, Penn
State, and IUP. At each
campus, Dr. Aldakkan met
tutors, directors, IT officials,
and program leaders. Dr.
Aldakkan also met the
president of Shippensburg
University and attended the

Mid-Atlantic Writing Centers
Association Conference at
Shippensburg University.
Dr. Rafoth was the keynote
speaker and Dr. Karen
Johnson chaired the conference.
Penn State Writing Center
Director, Dr. Jon Olson, reflected on the importance of
local context for sustaining
campus writing centers. The
extent to which the KAU
writing center serves students and faculty in the
manner intended, Dr. Olson
noted, will depend on the
sensitivity of planners and
directors to the needs, expectations, and values of
the campus community.
One way in which the new
center is heeding Dr. Olson’s advice is by offering
parallel writing center facilities and services for Arabic
and English. Plans are under way to construct parallel
centers for the Women’s
Campus, as well.
The KAU writing center was
welcomed into the Interna-

tional Writing Centers Association by Dr. Nathalie
Singh-Corcoran, IWCA
president. Dr. SinghCorcoran presented a certificate of membership to
Dr. Aldakkan during his
visit to IUP.
“I am pleased to welcome
the King Abdulaziz Writing
Centers into the community of IWCA membership,
and I look forward to your
involvement in the IWCA
as well as your regional
organization, the Middle
East - North Africa Writing
Centers Alliance,” said Dr.
Corcoran.
During a recent visit to
King Abdulaziz University,
Dr. Rafoth also conveyed
the membership certificate
to the university Rector.
“The writing centers project has my full support,”
the Rector told Dr. Rafoth
and others.
Dr. Ben Rafoth
Director IUP Writing Centre
and Consultant to KAU Writing Centers Project
Floor plan on next page
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New Writing Center at King Abdulaziz University
(KAU) in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
The creation of a writing center starts at the design stage. Here is the floor plan where
the Writing Center at KAU will be situated.
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University Writing Centers in the Middle East
The Advanced Writing Center at the College of the North Atlantic-Qatar (CNA-Q). The Coordinator of the Advanced Writing Center and the MENAWCA Conference Chair is Paula Hayden.

The Men’s and Women’s Writing Centers at the University of the United Arab Emirates
(UAEU).

The Writing Center of the American University of Beirut (Lebanon) - A consultation taking
place at the Ada Dodge Space in March.
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College of the North Atlantic-Qatar

MENAWCA 2012 CONFERENCE
“Creating a Culture of Writing”
Writing is critical to academic and professional success. Students and, by extension, society and commerce in the Middle East and North Africa are benefitting from the development of writing cultures. Educational institutions are the most significant contributors to
that development. Writing Centers in MENA schools, working in conjunction with regular
programs of study, are bringing fresh perspectives and methods to the project, with demonstrable success. And the project continues.
MENAWCA invites all those who teach and support student writers to its biennial conference at the College of the North Atlantic - Qatar, November 16 - 17, 2012.
Come to Doha, where shared experience and insight, shared innovation and research
will help us see more clearly our collective mission - creating a culture of writing.

Invited Conference Speaker– Terry Zawacki
Terry Myers Zawacki is associate professor of English and director of George Mason
University’s highly ranked Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) program and former director of the well regarded university writing center. She is the recipient of a university
Teaching Excellence for her work not only with students but also with faculty. Her publications include the co-authored Engaged Writers and Dynamic Disciplines: Research on
the Academic Writing Life, the co-edited Writing Across the Curriculum: A Critical Sourcebook, and articles on writing centers and writing fellows, alternative discourses, writing in
learning communities, feminism and composition, writing assessment, and WAC and
second language writing. The latter was the subject of her keynote address at the 2010
International WAC conference and continues to be the focus of her scholarship, most recently a special issue of Across the Disciplines, which she co-edited and which includes
collaborative articles by scholars in the WAC and ESL fields. She’s currently working on
a co-edited collection on the same topic with articles featuring similar collaborations and
international voices. Dr. Zawacki serves on the editorial boards of Across the Disciplines,
The WAC Journal, and the Digital Book Series on the WAC Clearinghouse. She also
acts as the writing-in-the-disciplines specialist for the Diana Hacker series of handbooks,
among these A Writer’s Reference and The Bedford Handbook.
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